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Oregon Weight-Mile Tax Recordkeeping

W

eight-mile tax auditors are responsible for verifying weight-mile tax reports and payments
for operations in Oregon. Each motor carrier account is reviewed every three years. Audit
periods vary but usually encompass the previous three years of tax filings. But if there is no
tax report filed for a reporting period, there is no statute of limitations.
Auditors complete hundreds of weight-mile tax audits each year and assess millions in unreported
taxes and fees. It’s not always bad news, however, because audits also result in credits as any overpayment caused by an incorrect report is refunded to the carrier.
For every account that is assigned to an audit, many more are screened and cleared by staff. Auditors screen over 30,000 accounts each year to determine which warrant close scrutiny.
All motor carriers must maintain records of their operations for a period of three years and must produce these records for inspection upon request. ODOT must give the carrier a reasonable time and
place to produce the requested records. Oregon law provides that ODOT shall be reimbursed by the
motor carrier if its representatives travel outside the State of Oregon to examine operational records.

All carriers must maintain records containing the
following information for each vehicle:
• Origin and destination points.
• Oregon entry and exit points.
• Actual Oregon miles for each trip.
• Pickup and delivery points in Oregon for each
trip.
• Routes of travel for each trip.
• Dates of each trip.
• Daily beginning and ending odometer or other
mileage recording device readings for each
vehicle.
• Load tickets and/or bills of lading for each shipment.
• Identification of any exempt miles claimed,
which shall include beginning and ending
odometer or other mileage recording device
readings for the exempt portion of each trip.
• If repeated trips are made to and from the
same locations, a one-time recording of odometer or other mileage recording device readings
for the exempt portion of those trips may be
applied to the total number of trips.
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• Carriers operating vehicles
that require an annual variance
permit under ORS 818.200(1)(a)
to (c) with a combined weight of
more than 80,000 pounds shall
also provide for each reporting

period the number of axles in the vehicle configuration, and a record of changes of operation. A change of operation occurs when the
vehicle configuration remains the same but the
actual weight of the vehicle and load changes
from over 80,000 pounds to 80,000 pounds or
under. Empty movements are not changes in
operation.
• Carriers operating motor vehicles in multiple
configurations shall provide the number of
miles operated in each motor vehicle configuration for each trip.
All registrants that pay registration fees via registration trip permits must retain a copy of each
registration trip permit.
Records generated from on-board recording devices, vehicle tracking systems, or other electronic
data recording systems may be used in lieu of,
or in addition to, the records required in this rule.
However, the electronic records must meet all the
requirements stated above, and are provided in
printed format upon request.
Check with your electronic data provider to ensure
that the records are retained for three years as
required.
If operating under the International Registration
Plan and International Fuel Tax Agreement, carriers must maintain all records pertaining to such
operations as required by IRP and IFTA.
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International Registration Plan Recordkeeping

O

DOT Motor Carrier Transportation Division auditors check that Oregon-based carriers participating
in the IRP are in compliance with requirements related to their operations in other states and
provinces. Audits may cover the current registration year plus three previous registration years.

Motor carriers participating in the IRP are required to preserve the records upon which the apportioned
registration application is based for a period of three years after the close of the registration year.
There is a 20 percent assessment per jurisdiction if adequate records are not provided to the auditor. If
adequate records are not provided in the next audit, there is a 50 percent assessment per jurisdiction.
Any further audits conducted for which adequate records are not provided will result in a 100 percent
per jurisdiction assessment. Records need to be sufficient and appropriate to allow the auditor to verify
the distance reported on the application in order to be evaluated as “Adequate”.
The registrant must record all movement of apportioned vehicles including loaded, empty, deadhead
and/or bobtail distance. The registrant must also record all distance traveled by apportioned vehicles
under trip permits.
Records must contain the following elements:
•

Date of trip (starting and ending).

•

Trip origin and destination.

•

Route of travel.

•

Beginning and ending reading from the odometer, hubometer or similar device for the trip.

•

Total trip distance traveled.

•

Distance traveled by jurisdiction.

•

Unit number or vehicle identification number.

Records produced wholly or partly by a vehicle-tracking system, including a GPS must also
include:
•

The original GPS or other location data.

•

Date and time of each GPS or other system reading.

•

Location of each GPS or other system reading.

•

Calculated distance between each GPS or other system reading.

Records must also include summaries:
A. A summary of the Fleet’s operations for each month, which includes both the full distance traveled
by each apportioned vehicle in the fleet during the calendar month, and the distance traveled in
the month by each apportioned vehicle in each jurisdiction;
B. A summary of the Fleet’s operation for each quarter, which includes both the full
distance traveled by vehicles in the fleet during the quarter, and the distance traveled in each jurisdiction by the vehicles in the fleet during the quarter; and
C. A summary of the quarterly summaries.
Oregon Department of Transportation • Motor Carrier Transportation Division
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International Fuel Tax Agreement Recordkeeping

O

D OT M o to r C a r r i e r Tr a n s p o r ta ti o n D i v i s i o n a u d i to rs c h e c k th a t
Oregon-based carriers participating in the IFTA are in compliance with
requirements related to their operations in other states and provinces.
Every motor carrier with an IFTA license is required to maintain records that substantiate
what is reported on their IFTA Tax Returns. Carriers must keep operational records for four years from
the due date of each return or the filing date, whichever is later.
An inadequate records assessment will be imposed for not maintaining or providing adequate records
at the time of audit. If the base jurisdiction determines that the records produced by the licensee for
audit do not, for the fleet as a whole, meet the criterion for the adequacy of records, or the licensee
produces no records for audit, the base jurisdiction shall impose an additional assessment by either:
adjusting the reported fleet MPG to 4.00; or reducing the reported MPG by 20 percent.

Distance records required:
• Date of trip (starting and
ending).
• Trip origin and destination.
• Route of travel.
• Beginning and ending
odometer or hubometer
reading of the trip.
• Total trip miles.
• Intermediate trip stops.
• Miles by jurisdiction.
• Vehicle identification
number or unit number.
• Vehicle fleet number.
• Licensee’s name.

Fuel records required:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Purchaser’s name.
Seller’s name and address.
Date of purchase.
Fuel type.
Price per gallon.
Unit number.
Number of gallons received.
Separate totals must be
compiled for each fuel type,
and retail fuel purchased
must be accounted for
separately from bulk fuel
purchases.

Distance records produced wholly or partly by
a vehicle-tracking system,
including a GPS must also
include:
• Original GPS or other location for the vehicle.
• Location of each GPS or
other system reading.
• Total distance traveled by
the vehicle.
• Distance traveled in each
jurisdiction.
• Route of travel.
• Vehicle identification number or unit number.
• Date and time of each GPS
or other system reading at
intervals sufficient to validate the total distance traveled in each jurisdiction.
• Beginning and ending
reading from the odometer,
hubometer engine control
module (ECM), or similar
device.
• Calculated distance between each GPS or other
system reading.

Bulk fuel records required,
if applicable:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date of withdrawal.
Number of gallons.
Fuel type.
Unit number.
Location of bulk tank.
Records must show that the
purchase price of the fuel
delivered into the bulk
storage tanks includes tax
paid, and/or that the
licensee has paid fuel tax
to the member jurisdiction
where the tank is located.
• Receipts for all deliveries,
quarterly inventory reconciliations, capacity of each
tank, and bulk withdrawal
record for every bulk tank at
each location.
• Bulk fuel inventory reconciliations must be maintained,
and records must distinguish fuel placed in
qualified vehicles from
other uses.

Records must include monthly distance and fuel summaries. These summaries are to include the fleet’s operations reported on the corresponding quarterly tax return, and include
the distance traveled by and the fuel placed into each vehicle in the fleet during the quarter,
both in total and by jurisdiction.
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Fuel Purchase Records, Refunds
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regon charges heavy trucks a weight-mile tax for road use, rather
than a fuel tax. Motor carriers operating trucks with a combined weight
over 26,000 pounds can buy fuel in Oregon without paying a fuel tax if
they carry proof that they’re paying the weight-mile tax. They’ll need a
valid temporary or permanent Oregon Weight Receipt and Tax Identifier, a valid
Temporary Pass, or an Oregon Commercial or Oregon Apportioned license plate
with a valid sticker. Without such credentials, the fuel provider must charge fuel
taxes. (Some stations charge the fuel tax anyway because they can’t back it out of
the purchase.)
When carriers paying weight-mile taxes also pay Oregon state fuel tax, they can request a refund
of the Oregon state fuel tax when they file their weight-mile tax report with ODOT Motor Carrier
Transportation Division. But a claim for credit cannot be processed unless it’s supported by proper
documentation from the actual seller of the fuel. Claims cannot be based on receipts that lack the
required information. They also cannot be based on invoices from processing/billing companies
like Voyager and SC Fuels when fuel is purchased at retail stations because they are not the actual
seller of the fuel. The processing/billing company invoices will be accepted, however, when the
billing relates to a cardlock station. In that case, the processing/billing company is considered the
“seller.” Those receipts and invoices still must confirm that Oregon state fuel tax was paid for fuel
purchased for a weight-mile-tax-paying vehicle.

Oregon Administrative Rule 740-055-0110
— Fuel Purchase Records and Refunds —
All motor carriers must obtain an invoice covering
every purchase of motor vehicle fuel and preserve
the same for a period of three years subject to inspection by the Department or its representatives
at all reasonable times.
Such invoice must disclose: (a) Date and location of purchase; (b) From whom purchased; (c)
Kind of fuel and number of gallons purchased; (d)
Oregon Weight Receipt and Tax Identifier number
or temporary pass number of the vehicle if fuel is
delivered directly into such vehicle; and (e) Amount
of fuel tax paid.
Motor carriers purchasing fuel in Oregon may
claim a credit for Oregon state fuel tax paid at the
pump. Carriers shall deduct the amount of fuel tax
paid from the highway use tax due on the highway
use tax report for the period in which the fuel was
purchased. Motor carriers taking a deduction on the
highway use tax report for fuel tax paid shall attach
a copy of all fuel invoices for which credit is claimed.
Carriers who purchase fuel in bulk shall attach to
the highway use tax report for the period in which

the fuel was dispensed into a motor vehicle copies
of invoices from fuel suppliers indicating Oregon
state fuel tax paid and fueling records showing fuel
dispensed for each motor vehicle.
Motor carriers may submit a written request for
refund of Oregon state fuel tax paid up to three
years after purchase. A written request for refund
may be granted for any Oregon fuel tax paid but
not deducted from the highway use tax report for
the period in which the fuel was purchased. Motor
carriers requesting refund must attach copies of
all invoices. No such refund will be issued until an
audit has been performed.
E X C E P T I O N TO O A R 7 4 0 - 0 5 5 - 0 11 0 ( 2 ):
Invoices may disclose the Oregon Commercial or
Oregon Apportioned license plate number instead
of the Weight Receipt and Tax
Identifier number or Temporary
Pass number.
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Fuel Purchase Records, Refunds, cont’d
Claims for fuel tax credits
Claims for fuel tax credits will be rejected
if they are not supported by invoices from the
actual seller of the
fuel that contain the
date and location
of the purchase,
the fuel supplier,
the kind of fuel and
gallons purchased,
the Oregon weightmile tax credential
number assigned
to the vehicle —
Oregon
Commercial or Apportioned license plate
number, Oregon Weight Receipt and Tax
Identifier number, or Temporary Pass
number — and the amount of Oregon
fuel tax paid.

same requirements for documenting purchases
on invoices from non-retail stations as the
Division 740 rules governing invoices from retail
stations.
So if the fuel purchase invoice does not show a
carrier’s Oregon plate or weight-mile tax credential,
the carrier can’t claim a credit on its weight-mile tax
report and ends up paying BOTH the fuels tax and
weight-mile tax.
Questions? Contact ODOT’s Fuels Tax Group at
503-378-8150 or 888-753-2525.

As more motor carriers use unattended
cardlock stations, it’s also important
they know their fuel supplier is required
to collect the Oregon fuel tax unless
a carrier has a signed Exemption
Certificate on file with the supplier.
Each carrier must complete this
two-page form to note the reason for
purchasing ex-tax fuel and list the
qualified vehicles. Once the Certificate is
filed, the fuel supplier can issue an “extax card” for each vehicle to use when
filling up.
While the Exemption Certificate is
a key foundational document, the
fueling summary report is critical for
justifying ex-tax fuel purchases. Oregon
Administrative Rules in Division 170,
governing fuel licenses
and records, list the
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Oregon Exemption Certificate form used to note the reason for
purchasing ex-tax fuel and list qualified vehicles.
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Motor Carrier Audit Offices

— Specialists available to help with questions —

Motor Carrier Audit Offices
Portland
971-673-1511

Eastern Oregon
541-922-6268

Salem
503-378-6658
Springfield
541-736-2308
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